
PRESSEMEDDELSE: NYT FILTER PÅ GADEN 
– HELT SOM NORMALT…

Fotomagasinet FILTER #03: NORMAL
For det meste er det uproblematisk. Vi kategoriserer fænomener som henholdsvis norma-
le og unormale og bliver dermed i stand til at begå os i en kompleks virkelighed. Men så 
sker der noget uvant. De eksisterende vilkår ændrer sig, og vil stiller spørgsmål ved det, 
vi normal tager for givet: Arbejdslivets vilkår, statens indgriben i vores liv, ”den gode fa-
milie”, nationale tilhørsforhold, den ideelle krop og seksualitet. 

FILTER undersøger, hvordan fotografiet på lignende vis medvirker til at problematisere 
det normale som kategori. Forskellige fotografier og fotografer, forskellige typer af tekst 
og forskellige fagligheder sidestilles i FILTER, og det muliggør en diskussion af, hvordan 
fotografiet er med til både at bekræfte og forandre måder, vi anskuer vores liv på. Med 
overskriften NORMAL har vi gjort det til temaet for FILTER #03. Vi understreger det 
med et nyt artikelformat, hvor vi med afsæt i den amerikanske fotograf Catherine Opies 
portræt af teenageren Jesse kondenserer forskelligheden i ét enkelt bidrag. Bidraget rum-
mer fem kritisk diskuterende tekster, der tilsammen viser, at det normale som katego-
ri er let at problematisere, men samtidig svær at komme udenom. På forskellig vis udfol-
der de øvrige bidrag dette:

•	 I	et	interview	fortæller	fotografen	Charlotte	Haslund-Christensen	om	
 tilblivelsen og effekterne af sit politisk engagerede værk om indfødte danskere

•	 Dag	Petersson,	som	forsker	i	dokumentarfotografen	Jacob	A.	Riis,	peger	i	et		
	 interview	på	et	tankevækkende	sammenfald	mellem	1890’ernes	parallelsam-	
	 fund	i	New	Yorks	slum	og	nutidens	’other	half’	–	indvandrerghettoen

•	 Fotografen	Roni	Horns	værk	This	is	Me,	This	is	You	beskriver	via	et	enkelt		
 kunstnerisk greb en ung piges identitet ikke som enkelt og let aflæselig, men  
 som kompleks og mangetydig

•	 I	fotoprojektet	Selfportrait	fremstiller	den	japanske	samtidskunstner	Pyuupiru		
 på performativ vis sin egen identitetsforandring under en kønsskifteoperation

•	 Den	tyske	fotograf	Ivonne	Thein	tematiserer	fænomenet	’Pro-ana’	
	 –	forherligelsen	af	anoreksi	–	i	serien	Zweiunddreizig	Kilo
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FILTER	PÅ	DEN	INTERNATIONALE	SCENE
FILTER har lige fra den spæde start tænkt internationalt. De første to numre har derfor 
indeholdt såvel artikler forfattet af udenlandske skribenter som portfolier af etablerede og 
up-and-coming	fotografer	fra	den	internationale	kunstscene.	Da	vi	har	oplevet	en	stadig	
stigende international interesse for magasinet, vælger vi med FILTER #03 at tage skridtet 
fuldt ud: Fra og med dette nummer udkommer vi både på dansk og engelsk.  

NOMINERET	TIL	DESIGNPRIS
FILTER	er	layoutet	af	designbureauet	PLEKS	og	har	fra	første	nummer	modtaget	stor	aner-
kendelse	for	sit	grafiske	design.	Anerkendelsen	er	nu	mundet	ud	i,	at	PLEKS	er	blevet	nomi-
neret	til	den	prestigefyldte	designpris	Creative	Circle	Award	for	sit	design	af	FILTER.			
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Magasinet	sælges	fra	hjemmesiden	www.filterforfotografi.net	(via	boghandleren	Arnold	
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og Oslo. FILTER 03 vil desuden blive forhandlet i en række europæiske hovedstæder.
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ESSENTIAL CATEGORIES UP FOR DISCUSSION

‘We have chosen to publish a photograph by the American 
photographer Catherine Opie that clearly challenges our under-
standing of normality. Using this as focal point, we have invited 
a range of people with different areas of expertise (art historians, 
ethnologists, psychologists, politicians, etc.) to discuss how they 
experience and work with normality as a category. We hope 
that you, taking your area of expertise and work as a starting 
point, will take part and feel inclined to relate what Catherine 
Opie’s photograph makes you reflect on with regard to what is 
normal and what is not normal.’

The above was our invitation to a series of potential contributors  
whom we wished to contribute to a discussion of normality. We 
chose the picture of Jesse, because in our experience it at first sight 
seems easily readable. But when we then define and categorise  
the person looking back at us as spectators, things get more 
complicated. Jesse generates different reactions depending on 
who you are asking to respond to it. Normality is situated and 
local, and this contribution makes it clear how much we draw 
on these context-specific notions of normality. We seem almost 
trapped inside our own systems of categorisation, and we find it 
hard to grasp that these systems only involve us and the people 
we are thoroughly familiar with, and not everyone else around 
us. Hopefully, though, we are not so bound by these systems of 
categorisation that we are, for instance through photography, 
unable to discuss and begin displacing them.

METAPHOTOGRAPHY: CROSSING THE BOUNDARIES 

By Benedicte Hammer Præstholm, Theological PhDscholar and 
Voluntary Congregations Priest

In Danish society we constantly do it. Concern ourselves with 
boundaries. How far can freedom of speech go? Should public 
servants wear headscarves? Should the Prime Minister’s wife go 
dancing with the stars? Should single women expect the state to 
pay for them to have children, and should the Danish National 
Church bless the homosexual?  

Boundaries For Good and Evil 
The interest in boundaries is nothing unique to our day and age. 
It is a shared human thing that is recognisable across time. We 
live in an extremely complex world, and that complexity is not 
what we feel best about. ‘Is there anything as unbearable as a 
blurring of boundaries, a mix-up of categories, a speech, where 

everything is slipping and floating?’ writes Løgstrup in his book 
Art and Ethics from 1961. He appeals ambiguously to the part of us 
that likes a set framework. Boundaries and norms exist for good 
and evil. They create direction and meaning, so we do not have 
to revise our whole existence every time we have to think and 
make a choice. There is already a division in truth and falsehood, 
acceptable and unacceptable, possible and impossible; common 
norms giving us a feeling of having solid ground under our feet. 
The boundaries keep fear at a distance - it makes existence a 
little easier if you can rest assured that something is normal and 
natural. Thus complexity is reduced. That is exactly why it is 
so frightful when one discovers that the world is much bigger 
than the categories we have created about it.

But our indestructible tendency towards schematic thinking, 
to the setting of boundaries and categorisation can in itself be as 
intolerable as boundlessness. That, which we don’t understand at 
first, that, which falls outside of our divisions, we not only regard 
as abnormal, but also as monstrous, immoral or perverted and as 
a threat to the order of society. Norms are also the normative. 
And the normalisation easily becomes the moralisation. 

Boundaries of Sex?
Sex and sexuality has been a hot subject for categorisation since 
the dawn of time. In the Bible one can find several examples of 
how actions that destroy the limited and well defined sexes are 
forbidden: ‘A woman must not wear men’s clothing, nor a man 
wear women’s clothing, for the Lord your God detests anyone 
who does this.’ it says in Deuteronomy. But perhaps it is not so 
much God as people, who detest this mix-up? And as the influ-
ential Saint Paul writes: ‘Does not nature itself teach that it is 
disgraceful for a man to have long hair.’ Although it is of course 

culture teaching us and not nature. In spite of their obvious attach-
ment to a specific age, the biblical statements are understandable 
(if not reasonable) in light of Catherine Opie’s gazing youth. 

Because who is it, looking at us? Who is watching us? Boy or 
girl? And we want to know, don’t we? Not knowing is frustrating – 
it is an intolerable blurring of boundaries, a mix-up of categories. 
The portrayed is an incarnation of the crossing of boundaries. With 
the boyish street look, the naked upper body, the long hair, the  
beautiful face and Frida Carlo-eyebrows. Broken categories.

Metaphotography  
In language the metaphor is a classic method for the breaking of 
boundaries. Through the metaphor we can merge the separated 
and make the world bigger. The language of images is not just 
superficial decoration; the image is not just a subject replace-
ment. The metaphor is defined by its ambiguousness, by the 
complexity of the possibilities of interpretation - because in the 
merger something new arises. A challenge. A possibility. 

What is the case for the metaphor might be the case for 
the artwork even more so. The challenge and the breaking of 
boundaries seem strong in the specific expression. In Opie’s 
photograph the coincidence is unavoidable. We get the boy 
and the girl at once, and thus something else altogether. The 
photograph challenges categories and conventions, and if you 
take just one look at it, it is too late to tell between them. Then 
you know, that the world is more manifold. 

Liberation Through Change 
We may have a need for categories and boundaries, but we also 
very much need them challenged. The danger in letting past divi-
sions take over, is overconfidence and blindness towards our own 
age, the people who live in it and the new possibilities that spring 
from change. Only vigilance and challenge keep us from stiff 
categorised thinking, making sure we keep open to the world 
being bigger and more complex than what we say about it. Art 
is the communicator for the breaking of boundaries. Vigilantly 
keeping the ice open. To make room for people.

Translated by Alexandra Buhl

THE IDEA OF BOUNDARIES

By Edith Mandrup Rønn, ethnologist, Master of Arts and PhD. 
She has worked specifically with normality, religious move-
ments and the cultural history of the physically and mentally 
disabled. At present, she is writing a book on Christian funda-
mentalism and mental illness.

The setting was a Camphill institution, a farm halfway up a 
mountain in Wales, a day in April with rain and slushy path-

ways between the slightly run-down buildings. The place was 
introduced to me by an enthusiastic guide (with a background 
in Rudolf Steiner thinking, of course) to see all those ‘activities’ 
(here it was not activities, but work) they had created for the 
mentally handicapped. On the way my guide was called away, 
and I was told to proceed to the different workshops alone. I 
came into a workshop holding some intricate machines of a kind 
that would hardly have been allowed at ordinary workplaces in 
Denmark. I would have liked to hear something about this but 
as the therapist and manager functions were not displayed in 
this place, I realised that I simply had to find the ‘normal’ person 
among the four people present and ask him. That should hardly 
be a problem – I have surely always been able to do this?

I aimed directly towards a man of around sixty with a wise 
twinkle in his steel-grey eyes. I did not know if he understood 
my question. He could not answer, because he did not have a 
language. I went on to the young man, whom I had judged the 
‘second wisest’. Here I did not have any luck either, as he hid his 
face in his hands and shook it in despair. The ‘normal’ person 
turned out to be a middle-aged man, who was missing a tooth 
and had a greasy ponytail held together with a red elastic hair 
band. I was not photographing, but if I had been, I would prob-
ably have rectified my first impression, because now I knew 
the state of affairs.   

When an ethnologist photographs, she does not neces-
sarily have different intentions from the art photographer, the 
news photographer, the documentary photographer, or even the 
tourist. But most frequently, the photograph is supplemental. She 
wants to present a person she has interviewed and whom she 
has perhaps recorded on audio tape. Or she wants to describe a 
situation involving various people, buildings, interiors, images 
of nature, work situations etc. Above all, she perhaps wants to 
make a culture diagnosis, particularly well-shown when the faculty 
of sight is represented by a photo. A pitfall for the ethnologist 
is over-interpretation: she has probably already spent some time 
describing, and often you will see iterations where captions 
confirm to the reader what s/he already knows.

Contrary to the artist, who will perhaps emphasise the 
aesthetic expression rather than the documentary narrative, 
the ethnologist will thus often firstly see something typical of 
time and culture in his or her photo. As the photo simultane-
ously demands words – in oral or written form – it is possible to 
delineate the concept of ‘normality’, but only if it is already an 
established and defined concept in the text accompanying the 
photograph or in the underlying influences the photographing 
person has been subjected to. 

Regardless of which methodical and theoretical influ-
ences the ethnologist has received, in the back of her head she 
will, however, practically always have the three ‘ethnological 
dimensions’: time, place and social environment.

If you imagine that there exists such a thing as ‘normality’, 


